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Tips for your visit in Zurich 

1. Venue 
HIT Building, in ETH Hönggerberg Campus 

Wolfgang-Pauli-Strasse 27, 8049 Zürich 

 

From the bus stops to the venue, the distance is approximately 300 m (3-minute walk). 
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2. Reaching the venue with public transportation 
Zurich has a very dense transportation network, so commuting within the city center should not 

require much effort and time from your side. You can purchase your ticket at every bus / tram stop 

you choose. As an example, the price for a 24-hour ticket covering all means of public transportation 

is 5.40 CHF. 

a. If you are staying in the city center (Zurich Old Town): 

From the bus stop “Haldenegg”, take the ETH Link, which will take you directly to the Hönggerberg 

Campus. The bus stop is easily accessible on foot from most locations within the city center as well as 

from the Main Station (Hauptbahnhof). 

If your accommodation is located in the center the ETH Link is proposed as a preferable means of public 

transportation, since its use is free of charge for all ETH students, staff and visitors.  

Nevertheless, there are multiple different options of public transit from Zurich city center to the ETH 

Hönggerberg Campus and a conventional navigation app such as Google Maps would suffice to guide 

you through these options. 

b. If you are staying in Oerlikon: 

Either from the bus stop “Bahnhof Oerlikon Nord” or from “Max Bill Platz” take the 80 bus in the 

direction of “Triemlispital”, which will take you directly to the Hönggerberg Campus. 

 

 

3. Accommodation 
 

1. https://sorellhotels.com/de/rex/zuerich  

(very close to Zurich Main Station and the Old Town, with reasonable prices). 

 

2. https://www.leonardo-hotels.com/zurich/leonardo-boutique-hotel-rigihof-

zurich?utm_medium=link_site_gmb&utm_campaign=leonardo-boutique-hotel-rigihof-zurich  

(the “superior” rooms are more quiet compared to the “comfort” ones) 

 

3. https://www.sternenoerlikon.ch/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campai

gn=gmb_hotel_listing  

(close to the Oerlikon train station, which is very close to the Zurich airport. From the Oerlikon 

station passes also the 80 bus line to ETH Hönggerberg, where the venue of the event is located) 

 

4. https://acasasuites.com/de/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI5r_Q7dCW-

QIVTePmCh1xvQp1EAAYASAAEgI5rPD_BwE  

(Oerlikon, direct bus 80 to ETH Hönggerberg) 
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5. https://hotel-kronenhof.ch/60.html  

This is 3-star hotel (very close to ETH Hönggerberg, only a few stops with the 37 bus line, but farther 

away from city center). The reviews are not the best for this hotel, since it is not considered one of 

the “nicest” ones, but we do include it as a cheaper option, for those who would prefer it. 

 

6. https://scheuble.ch/ and https://www.hotel-wellenberg.ch/ 

Downtown Zurich (Niederdorf), quite centrally located in the Old Town. The website of the latter 

hotel is currently under construction but perhaps you can find them in booking.com to book a room. 

 

Additionally you may consider visiting: 

https://www.zuerich.com/de/besuchen/uebernachten-in-zuerich 

www.airbnb.ch 

www.booking.com 

www.hotels.com 

 

In general we would advise our visitors and delegates that for the aforementioned hotels they also 

look up the prices in booking.com, since sometimes booking.com offers the same rooms cheaper. 
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